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Editor’s Preface: 

When I came up with the idea to create Raw Food Riches and Cooking Class Riches, I didn’t realize how 
important Meetups were. But in one of the Advanced Series interviews, Nomi Shannon woke me up to 
the value of Meetup groups. (Nomi has been a guest speaker at various Meetup groups.)

Our mutual friend Dr. Ritamarie Loscalzo has a Meetup with 780 members. So I immediately set up an 
interview with her. During the interview, you will hear us refer to Nomi a few times.

If you’ve never visited www.meetup.com , do it now. To see how its search engine works, type in your 
favorite cuisine and your location. To check out Ritamarie’s group, visit: 
http://www.meetup.com/rawfood-267/ 

You can start your own meetup group by clicking “Start a Meetup Group” on the home page.

If you want to teach classes, sell recipe books, or coach people privately, the trade secrets in this 
interview will make you money…. regardless of what cuisine you teach. 

So if your niche isn’t raw foods, don’t get hung up on the fact that it is Ritamarie’s niche. Whether you 
specialize in vegetarian food, vegan food, raw food, or something else, you can apply all of her strategies
to whatever Meetup group you start.

We recorded this interview to be part of the programs Raw Food Riches and Cooking Class Riches, not a 
standalone product. So we sometimes refer to other interviews in the series. 

Click here to learn more about Dr. Ritamarie’s programs. Click here to check out her resources for health
coaches. 

TRANSCRIPTION

Trevor: Hello, everyone. This is Trevor Justice with the Vegetarian Health Institute. Tonight, we 
have an excellent Q&A with Dr. Ritamarie Loscalzo on the topic of Meetups. 

Dr. Ritamarie is a chiropractor, a certified clinical nutritionist, a certified living foods chef, and has a 
Masters in nutrition. She’s been teaching people for 20 years, and has come to be known as a women's 
health expert. How are you doing, Ritamarie?

Ritamarie: I'm doing great, Trevor. Thanks for having me here.
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Trevor: Yes. You're welcome. Thanks for being so generous and sharing your trade secrets. Okay. 
Let me put this in context of the other Q&A calls in this series. 

There are two parts to our series. In the Basic Series, we teach people how to market themselves and 
get people to sign up for live local classes. And so, that's the first thing I want to relate this call to. Let’s 
just start there.

How could it be valuable for someone to start their own Meetup group? How could that help them get 
sign-ups for their classes?

Ritamarie: Great. Well, I’ve had a Meetup group here for about four years. I started it right around 
the time I started my classes. I wanted to spread the word. I wanted to attract people who are 
interested. And so it's billed as a living foods Meetup. 

People come from all different backgrounds and all different experience levels. So once you put it on 
Meetup, you get access to the traffic of a huge conglomerate. If on your own, you go out and start a 
blog, that's a great way to do things and you can build over time. 

But with Meetup, they find out about your event immediately… anytime somebody new moves to the 
area… anytime somebody just says, “Oh, I’m going to become a vegan,” or “I'm going to become a raw 
foodist,” or whatever. 

They look on Meetup to find other people who are doing similar things. So you get access to people you 
never would've met otherwise. And once you get them in your loop, the Meetup has event calendars. 

So we schedule regular monthly potlucks; people just come, bring food, we hang out, sometimes we do 
a talk, sometimes we have a guest speaker, sometimes we show a film, and sometimes we just chat. 

We get to the point where we get between 50 and 75 people each time coming. We can't really take 
more than that because we can’t sit any more people in our house!

Trevor: Oh, wow. You fit 75 people in your house?

Ritamarie: Yes. We do. It’s kind of tight. Usually, it's in the summer, when the weather’s warmer. It’s 
pretty warm here year round. Most of the time, you can go outside. So some people sit at the picnic 
tables outside and hang out. But, yes. We've gotten as many as 100 once in our house.

Trevor: Let me pause you right there and just emphasize a key point that you talked about 
quickly, but I think it's really important. Meetup.com is great because there are tens of thousands (or I 
don’t know how many eons of) people are going to this website and looking for things that are 
interesting. 

Yoga classes. Vegetarian classes. Vegan cooking classes. Raw food classes. Meditation. Anything that 
might be someone's hobby – they're looking for local Meetup groups. 
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They type in the thing they’re interested in and their zip code. So if someone's in your area and they 
type in a zip code that’s near you, and they type in a topic, which is related to your Meetup, your 
Meetup group will show up on a page together with others. 

It's pretty much in order of relevance and geographical closeness. Meetups that are the most relevant 
and the closest to the person searching will show up at the top. And that's the beauty of this. You don't 
have to pay for advertising. You don’t have to do Google AdWords. You don't have to do search engine 
optimization. You don’t even need your own website. 

You can take advantage of Meetup.com's huge reach and exposure, and have people in your area 
finding you, because you have a Meetup group on a topic they’re interested in. 

Ritamarie: Right.

Trevor: Okay. So talk about, specifically, how you use these Meetups to get people to sign up for 
your local classes.

Ritamarie: Well, we started by not having that intention. When you have that intention, it could be 
perceived in your energy; you're trying to “get” people to sign up. So we put it out there as a means for 
people to create community, especially when they're doing something as radical in our society as vegan 
and raw foods.

They want to create community. They want to meet other people. They want to find people who are 
further along on their path.

Right at the beginning of the Meetup, I’ll say, “Okay. Great. For who is this the first time here?” I look 
around. Okay. There’s a lot of new people, and that's a sign. These are good people. “So who here has 
been doing vegan, raw foods, whatever, for this many years… that many years?” You get a sense of how 
new and how inexperienced they are and where their levels are.

Then, at the beginning, I say, “I just have a few announcements. And anybody else in the room that has 
announcements are welcome to do that.” So it’s not just me who’s doing a sales pitch. We're opening 
ourselves up to the community, to be of service to the community. 

And of course, people expect that if you’re going to be of service, they’re going to pay for it. Nobody's 
out there doing stuff for free. So we announce the different classes we have coming up, and a little bit of
benefit, and then give other people an opportunity.

Somebody else might be doing a yoga class and somebody else might be selling home-brewed 
Kombucha. 

Trevor: Right. Or they’re doing delivery of fresh wheatgrass.

Ritamarie: Delivery of fresh foods. A couple people are chefs, right? So in addition to people looking 
for the community, we also attract people who are in the field, in the practice. And we could jointly 
cooperate and promote each other.
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Trevor: Other entrepreneurs. Right. We talk about this more in the Advanced Series, which is part
of this program (i.e. different ways you can joint venture with other people and cross-promote each 
other, so that you both grow larger than you are now). Actually, we’re going to talk about that pretty 
soon on this call.

But keep going. What else do you want to share regarding attracting people to sign-up for your classes?

Ritamarie: So we make an announcement about the classes. We try to have little brochures handy. 
We don’t always do that. We don’t always have our act together to do that. I coach each of the classes 
with two other instructors I’ve trained, and they're also there.

We try to coordinate so the Meetup is a week before – or sometimes, the day before – a class coming 
up, so we can get people excited. My instructors will make one of the dishes, and I’ll try to make 
something from a class that’s coming up. So we say, “Oh, and this dish was from…”. 

And people put labels on all their food to say what the ingredients are and who made it. So, “Oh, this is 
made by Chef Karen,” and “This is a featured recipe in our upcoming blah-blah-blah class.”

Trevor: Oh, and Karen is one of the chefs that teaches with you. Oh, I see. So you'll hold the 
Meetup a day before your class. And you’ll serve some of the food that people will learn how to make 
the next day, if they come to the class.

Ritamarie: Exactly. And they're always like the really best of the best. So people love it. And they go, 
“I have to learn how to make this!”

Trevor: Yes. Excellent.

Ritamarie: And then, we offer specials at the meet-ups too. Because usually, if it is the day before 
the class, our class rates have gone up. The early-bird special is over. So we’ll say, “If you sign up now, 
we'll give you the early bird price on it.” And we very frequently have people that come to a Meetup for 
the first time, and the next day they show up at a class!

Trevor: Yes. Nomi says that Meetups attract a lot of newbies – people that are kind of new and 
wanting to learn more about the topic. So, Okay. Cool. When I did live classes for a short period of time, 
it was a 90-minute lecture, maybe even just an hour-long lecture that was $5. And that was to fill the 
room and get people to come. 

Then right after, I’d have the $40 class where I taught them how to make recipes. People knew ahead of 
time that those two were scheduled back-to-back. And if they wanted, they could sign up for both at the
same time. But I told them, “It’s fine if you just want to come to the lecture, and then decide if you want 
to come to the class, which is immediately afterwards. And then, if you decide to attend, you can pay me
at that time.” 

Do you do any lecturing? What I'm hearing now sounds like you’ve got more of a potluck that would 
lead to a class the next day. But do you ever use lectures to lead to classes or other types of talks?
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Ritamarie: Well, I like what you just said. I think that’s a great idea. And I want to try that at some 
point because that sounds like a great idea. I want to see how that works. But what we do at the class, at
the potluck, we usually build them as community and educational opportunities. 

After dinner, we usually settle down. I’ll either do a talk or I’ll do an open Q&A. Or we’ll watch a health-
related video. Frequently, I’ll do a little talk about something that we’re going to talk about in the class. 
Or some reasons to get them motivated. Maybe if we’re doing a class on dips, we talk about all the crap 
that's in the dips you would typically get at a party or buy in a store… and why what we have is better for
you. 

But I don't use that a tremendous amount. I use the talks more to create the sense of authority, so 
people they know they can trust me. They think, “Wow, she knows a lot. My God, she's been doing it for 
so long. She’s so generous with what she shares for free. I wonder what her classes are like?”

Trevor: Okay. Good. Well, that's actually a pretty good segue to the next main topic of this call, 
which is a larger topic. Because what you just said makes me think of this question: What if someone's 
relatively new? They're a good chef. They have some of their own recipes. But they're not a real 
nutrition expert. 

And so, maybe they don't feel qualified to lecture or they don't have the credentials. And they want to 
bring guest experts to the group. So let me explain to listeners why this is so important, from a selfish 
standpoint, in addition to serving others. 

In our Advanced Series, we talk a lot about creating information products. This starts usually with a 
recipe book, and then, could go into all kinds of things… videos, tele-seminars, recorded tele-seminars, 
e-books, etc. And once you have these products, you can have other people selling the products for you.
And you're not limited to just local people either; you could have folks all around the world. 

There's really no limit to how many products you could sell. It all depends on how many affiliates or joint
venture partners you have. People like you and Nomi are taking it way beyond just teaching live classes. 

Editor’s Note: in the Advanced Series interview with Nomi Shannon, you’ll learn to start your own
affiliate program. Then entrepreneurs around the world can link to your website and get paid for 
sending you customers. In the second Advanced Series interview with Dr. Ritamarie, you’ll learn 
to make friends with super affiliates who can send you hundreds of customers. 

So this question came up in some of our advanced series calls... "Okay. Well, I've got this recipe book or 
I'm working on a video, how do I get these partners? How do I get people to promote my stuff or 
recommend my stuff? 

Especially, how do I get people that are more established than me, if I only have an e-mail list of 90 
people, but I want to get partners that have e-mail lists of thousands of people? How can I interest them
in promoting or recommending my books or other products to their fans and their e-mail subscribers?"
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I want to talk about how running a Meetup that’s active can make you an important person to these 
more established chefs and authors. So with that said, I'll let you take the floor.

Ritamarie: Okay. Well, we’ve had a number of people come to our Meetups and speak. We've had 
people like Paul Nison and Victoria Boutenko and Sergei Boutenko. We've got Karen Ramsey coming in a 
couple of months. We've had a few others; I can't remember – Brian Clement.

So these guys are big name people. And it's an advantage to me to host somebody that has a wider 
reach. And I have a decent-sized list. But these people have a bigger reach than I do. So we've hosted 
those guys. And that draws more people to you. So for example, Paul Nison would write in his little 
newsletter, "Hey, I'm going to be in Austin, Texas on whatever date." 

And Nomi Shannon is another one we’ve hosted here. She'll write in her newsletter, "Hey, join me here."
And we even webcast her, so people can join us from afar, which is kind of fun. When you host other 
people at your Meetup, you have a forum for people that you don't even know. You're building your list 
that way, building your reach, and you can post these events to your Meetup calendar.

If people are doing searches, some of the keywords in your events will pop up. So if somebody's looking 
for raw foods, it'll show up. Or if somebody’s looking for the book “Green for Life” by Victoria Boutenko, 
and one of the search results is your Meetup; that's going to attract them as well.

Those are some of the ways that it's an advantage. Now I've built up the list. I’ve done the same thing 
for other people. So people will have their Meetup and say to me, "Hey, can you come and speak?”.

Trevor: Let's not go there yet, because I think very few of our listeners are at the point where 
they're going to be the guest expert in someone else's Meetup. I could be wrong. And maybe we'll touch
on that later. But let's stick with talking from the perspective of someone who doesn't even have a 
Meetup group yet, is a good chef, has their own recipes, and is just getting started teaching classes. 

How could it benefit this person, to invite more established chefs and authors to speak at their Meetup? 
And by the way, you used the work "list" a few times. I want to make sure listeners understand you're 
referring to your e-mail list, which also could include Twitter followers or Facebook fans. Basically, 
people you can reach that are your fans or subscribers.

Ritamarie: Right. And with this social networking, you do get a bigger reach. You can announce your 
Meetup groups, especially when you go out to Twitter or Facebook. When you've got somebody who 
has a name speaking at your event, you're going to attract a lot more people than if you just say, "Hey, 
we're having this Meetup. Come join us."

Trevor: So what you're saying is this: if you have Nomi Shannon or Brian Clement speak at your 
Meetup, they're going to promote it to their e-mail subscribers or their Facebook fans or Twitter 
followers. 

So a lot of people that were not yet on your list, and may not have known about you or your Meetup, 
are now going to know about you and your Meetup. And what's the next step? Do they come to the 
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Meetup? Do they join the Meetup group, even if they can attend that particular event? How does that 
benefit you?

Ritamarie: Well, it depends. If they don't come to your Meetup, but you've posted it and you've 
made that connection with another person, whether the people come to your Meetup or not, they know
about you. It depends on how it's put out there.

If I'm on the schedule at the Hippocrates Health Institute, which gets a whole lot more web traffic than 
my website gets, then it's going to say "Here's where we are and here's how you do it.” 

When Nomi was here, for example, and we did a live cast, we knew we could get the local people, but 
we could also get distant people. When she sent it out to her list to say, "Hey, I'm going to be in Texas 
and I'm going to be speaking and you can actually watch it from wherever you are", we had a sign-up 
box that took them to my list so that they signed up. Then we sent them instructions on how to access 
the calls and get the recordings. So that increased the people I reached.

Editor’s Note: the phrase “live cast” means a live webcast. In the first Advanced Series interview 
with Dr. Ritamarie, you’ll learn how she made $4,118 from a single class, and how you can too… 
by broadcasting your classes over the web, and then selling access to the online videos forever.

Trevor: Okay. Some of the stuff you're talking about is in the Advanced Series. Some people 
listening to this wouldn't have already listened to or received it. So I just want to say that all of the things
Ritamarie is talking about now are in the Advanced Series. Actually, Ritamarie is the guest expert on two 
of the calls in the Advanced Series. Nomi's on one. Then, we have two different coaches talking on the 
other two calls about how to get private clients. 

So Ritamarie, when you talk about webcasting your classes, it means that people far away, who are not 
local, can watch your class over their computers. Almost as if there were sitting in the back row. And 
they can even ask questions, right? 

Ritamarie: Yes. Absolutely.

Trevor: So that's something we talk about in the Advanced Series Q&A with you on webcasting.

Ritamarie: Right. Right. 

Trevor: Okay. Great. So let me see what other questions I have. And by the way, I don't see any 
questions yet from people listening. So if you're on the call and you would like to ask a question, just 
type it into the box on the bottom of the webpage, and that's the webpage we e-mailed you about 
earlier, and just hit submit and we'll be able to see it and we'll answer it at the end. 

Okay. Let me see. I have a few more questions of my own. So let's just take me for example. Suppose I 
wasn't really an established name. And I started my own Meetup group and I've got 200 members. 
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Maybe, I can get 25, or maybe 35, to come to an event, depending on how sexy it is. Why does that 
make me an important person to big-name chefs and authors like yourself or Nomi or Brian Clement or 
others?

Ritamarie: So, when you say “an important person”, clarify what you mean by that.

Trevor: Okay. Well, how do I and my Meetup group become valuable to you when you're on a 
book tour?

Ritamarie: Sure. If I'm traveling around and I want to be exposed to different people in different 
areas, I don't know the people in Houston or Berkeley or places that I don't live. 

Your Meetup gives me the opportunity to come and meet people face-to-face and bring books, if I have 
books. Brian Clement brought books. Nomi brought books when she spoke. So did the Boutenkos. And 
they get exposure to people that hadn't heard of them before, people that were just local that came 
onto my Meetup by chance. 

Just happened to find me because they were looking for something local or brand new. So it exposes 
them to new people, gives them the opportunity to sell their books. 

For somebody like Brian Clement who has an Institute, when people with chronic disease hear about the
wonderful work they're doing, they're going to think about that place. Brian brought brochures for us to 
give everyone, so if they ever have somebody (or are themselves) in trouble, health-wise, they have a 
place that they can go.

It generates additional traffic, additional exposure.

Trevor: Yes. Nomi talked about this at the beginning of our Q&A; it's valuable to her to be able to 
show up someplace where the organizer of a group has already done all the publicity.

Editor’s note: In the Advanced Series interview with Nomi, you’ll learn the do’s and don’ts of 
organizing Meetups. You’ll learn to create a wonderful experience for guest experts, to point 
where they gladly return the favor, recommending your books (and other products) to their huge 
email lists. And if you ever go on tour yourself, Nomi will show you what pitfalls to avoid!

Ritamarie: Right.

Trevor: They've gotten all the RSVPs, collected the money, set-up a merchandise table – books 
and things – and basically done all the legwork. All she has to do is show up and there's a crowd waiting 
in anticipation to hear what she has to say, or watch what she has to show them. 

She said that was really valuable to her, to find someone who's a good organizer of a group, whether it's 
a Meetup group or some other kind of public group.
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Ritamarie: Yes. Absolutely. I spoke a few times in New Jersey for Karen Ramsey's Meetup group, and 
it was so nice to NOT be the one doing all the work, collecting all the stuff, and making sure we had 
enough people and that the room was setup. So that's a great point. Absolutely. Absolutely.

Trevor: Right. What I want the listeners to get is how much your effort is saving the established 
chef or author a lot of time and energy… how it’s doing them a huge favor. If it wasn't for people like 
you, offering them a ready crowd, they would have to pay for advertising. They'd have to pay for a 
venue. They’d have to take calls from people that wanted to reserve seats. It would be a huge endeavor.
And there'd be no guarantee that they’d even have a good turnout. So it'd be a huge risk as well. 

So you're saving them from all that effort and all that risk. And so, it's a big favor that you're doing them.
And one reason that's important is the law of reciprocity. Because when you help someone out, then, 
naturally they feel indebted to you. Why don't you talk about that, Ritamarie? 

You can talk about it from either side. You can talk about it from you, as a guest expert, where someone 
else organized a really great Meetup for you to speak to, or from you, as the Meetup organizer. Tell us 
about a successful Meetup where either you or someone else sold a lot of product because the 
organizer did such a good job.

Ritamarie: Yes. So I could give you two examples. One was when Victoria Boutenko came out here. 
She said, "No. I don't want to do it at your house. I don't want a little thing. I want a big event. I want at 
least 100 people. Get a room and whatever. Tell me how much it costs. I'll pay; take it out of my part." 

We charged for the event. I said, "Okay." So we did the work. I advertised it like crazy, and I asked her if 
she was okay with getting it broadcast (over the web). She said, "Yes." So we broadcast it. And I just did 
a tremendous amount of work. There was a lot of work on our end. She showed up with her boxes of 
books. Set up the books on the table. People just flocked there; sold a lot of books.

We made a decent amount of money; quite a bit of money. So it was really worthwhile for her.

Trevor: And so she appreciated that. 

Ritamarie: She definitely appreciated that. And what she's done for me then, lots of times, I'll call her
up. "I'm doing a green cleanse," I'll say, "Would you chat with my people, answer some questions at the 
end of my green cleanse?” And she has been so gracious. I think she’s done it at least three times for 
me. And Sergei (her son) has done it once or twice as well. So it built a relationship.

Trevor: Right. Exactly. And so, would you want to give us a second example? Is there one where 
you were the guest expert? And someone did a great job bringing an audience for you?

Ritamarie: Yes. This is a great one. Karen Ramsey organized it one year. She had gotten a place, and 
she had about 25 people and I really enjoyed it. The following year, I sold a few books. It wasn't 
financially a great reward. But there were some people that learned about me, got on my list, signed up 
for some programs.
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One fellow who heard me speak got on my list. He got everything free and low priced. A year later he 
came to my second talk and was 90 pounds lighter. He said, "I just listened to everything you said." I was
like, "Wow." So it was very cool. He attended some of my online classes and things like that. So I went 
back and I spoke again. And this time, she had about 25 people in the room. It was right before I 
launched a program.

I think it was a $399 per person coaching program. I let the people know about that at the end of my 
talk. And eight of those people signed up for my program. Eight out of 24, so a third. Yes. 

Trevor: That's worth $3200.

Ritamarie: Yes. I think I gave them a discount so it might not have been quite that much. And then I 
sold some books. So that was well worth my time, wasn't it?

Trevor: Yes. And since some of the people listening, again, haven't yet listened to the Advanced 
Series, what did that $399 program consist of, in terms of, not the content, but what were the 
deliverables? Did people get e-books? Did they get MP3s to download?

Ritamarie: Okay. Yes. And it was more like $300; it wasn't $399. It was $299; and I gave them a 
discount on that. So I might have ended up charging $250 or something. It included five live tele-
seminars with content and then a Q&A opportunity. And it was on the topic of hormones.

It included transcripts of all of those and recordings of all of those. And then, there were some exercise 
videos and food prep videos and books. And there were a couple of extras bonus Q&A calls for people to
come on after that. And then, the first 10 people got private consultations.

Trevor:  Were the videos online or physical?

Ritamarie: Online. Everything was online. Yes.

Trevor: Okay. Great. So I wanted you to share that because people might think, "Wow. What can I
sell for $299? Because all I have right now is a $15 book.” And in the Advanced Series, we talk about how
to create more valuable information products. 

That's what we call all these things: recorded Q&A calls, tele-seminars, online videos… they're all under 
the heading "Information Products." 

Editor’s note: In the Advanced Series interviews with Nomi and Dr. Ritamarie, you’ll learn to 
create your own tele-seminar series, then bundle the recordings and transcripts together with 
other information products, and sell the whole program for $99 - $399. You’ll learn how to hire a 
transcriptionist, capture good video, get product covers designed, and more.

Anyway, I'll leave it at that. I was wondering, how do you split the door money?
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So for example, when you're the organizer and you’re inviting a guest to your Meetup, are there costs 
that you deduct first? And if so, then what's left, do you give all of it to the guest expert? Or just a 
percentage? And what's the split?

Ritamarie: That's a good question. When I did it with Karen, and that was the first time I did it, she 
said, "What I always do with people is we split is 50-50." 

I said, "Okay. Whatever." And so, we split it 50-50. She took off the cost and then, we split it 50-50. So 
when Victoria came, it cost us a bunch of money because we spent like $500 to rent the room, and there
was a bunch of cost.

Still, we made a decent amount of money on it and she said...

Trevor: So you did make a profit.

Ritamarie:  Oh, yes. We made quite a bit of profit. Yes. So when she said...

Trevor:  So the cost comes out first. So if you grossed $2000 and you paid $500 for the room, 
then that gets taken off the top, before you split it.

Ritamarie: Exactly. Exactly; because otherwise, you could end up losing money.

Trevor: Sure. Okay. Good. So that example was when you were a Meetup organizer. You keep 
50%?

Ritamarie: Well, no. I felt guilty taking 50%. So I gave her two thirds of it. I knew she traveled and all 
that other stuff. She said, "Some people give me 50%, some people give me 30%," and I'm like...

Trevor: Wow. 30% for the guest expert who traveled?

Ritamarie: Yes. I thought that wasn't very nice. I just really loved her and I thought she did a great 
job. And I felt like we made enough money so I gave her two thirds of it. So you just make a decision. It's 
a good idea to work it out in advance with people. It really is.

Trevor: Yes. How about when you're the guest expert? What kind of split do you usually get then?

Ritamarie: Well, I've only done it with Karen that way. I've done a lot of Meetups where there were 
no charges. So it was just me doing it.

Trevor: There was no door fee. So therefore, you didn't get any door money. Okay. But you still 
sold product? 

Ritamarie: Yes. I was able to sell products. Yes. Absolutely. 

Trevor: Okay. And you have that nice, expensive product… the kind we like.
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Ritamarie: Yes. That's not always the case. It’s a lot harder to sell an information product that's not 
physical at an event, because people like to walk away with it. So if you have an e-book, it's really 
worthwhile figuring out how to get those e-books printed and sell the printed version at the event. 
Because people go, "Oh, it's online. I don't know about that." 

Whereas if you have a physical product, boom, they take it. They want to walk away with something. 

Trevor: I’m so glad you brought that up because the Vegetarian Health Institute, everything we 
do is online. We don't have any live events so I wouldn't have known that. But yes, when someone's 
looking at a web page, you can show pictures of your e-book covers and pictures of CD covers that 
represent your MP3s.

Even if it was a physical product, they still wouldn't get it the moment they typed their credit card 
number in. So it's not a deal breaker…

Ritamarie: Right. They know they're going to have to wait anyway. It's easy to sell an e-book online 
because it's instant. You get it immediately. At an event, it's the opposite. It's not instant. People like 
instant. So I’ve sold a few e-books at events, but not much.

Trevor: Well, how about that $299 course, since it was all online videos and online MP3s? Did you
give them anything physical at the event?

Ritamarie:  No. I had nothing physical to give them. I just got them so excited about the 
transformation they were going to get. The talk I did was on hormones and hormone imbalance, and it's 
a hot topic. I got them excited about it, and they signed up. 

Trevor: Okay. All right. Good. One thing I want you to share is what my local meet-up organizers 
does, in the way of getting people to RSVP and prepay.

I'm wondering if you do anything similar, or how you make sure that you get good attendance. So in my 
area, there's the East Bay Raw Foods Meetup. It's got over 500 members. And there's often a capacity 
on how many people can attend, because the rooms Darcy rents cannot hold 500 people. 

So she'll say, "Here's the limit," and if someone clicks "Yes", if they want to RSVP, it asks them for the 
money right then and there. You can't RSVP without prepaying. You have to prepay.

Then, there's a little refund policy that basically says “You will only get a refund if this event is canceled. 
But if you can't make it, too bad.” But people want to go. And they want to make sure they get their spot
before it fills up. And believe me, these events do fill up. 

There have been times where even I had to beg her to let me into an event, because it was already sold 
out. I waited too long to RSVP. So people learn that if they really want to go to something, they’d better 
prepay. Otherwise, they may not get a seat.

Ritamarie: Are these events with speakers? Or do they just charge for their regular Meetup group 
(with no guest expert)?
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Trevor: There are all kinds of things. When I got shut out, it was with Laurie Masters and some of 
her 80/10/10 people. There was also a sprouting class in someone's backyard last week. It was limited to
20 people because the woman who owns the house didn't want more than 20 people. She wasn't a big-
name person. But that was the limit. I've even seen limits put, and prepayment required, on potlucks.

Ritamarie: Yes. It's possible. It would be nice to even charge $1 to everybody, because costs – it costs
for the Meetup, it costs for the spoons and the soap to clean them and the plates and all that kind of 
stuff. It's not a bad idea to charge $1 for the Meetup.

Trevor: We don't have any questions yet from students. So if anyone's listening and would like to 
submit a question, just don't forget to type it into the bottom of the webpage that we e-mail you earlier.

Why don't you talk about ways to make your Meetups exciting, valuable, and to make your Meetup 
members want to come back for more Meetups?

Ritamarie: Well, you can invite me, because I can generate a lot of excitement. You just have to be 
out there. If you're shy you, have to get over it. You need to really put yourself out there and let people 
see you for who you are, let them just see your expertise. Don't be shy. 

At the beginning, I would get up there, and I would just, "Thank you for coming," and blah-blah-blah. 
We'd have fun, but I would never put myself out there. Some people didn't even know all the things I 
did. I was being meek and mild about it. “Well I also, in addition to the classes”, I said, "I also do private 
consultations. I do acupuncture. I do chiropractic."

So be out there about what you're doing, who you are. Engage people. Really reach out and engage 
people. Don't be preachy. Be very accepting and warm. People love that. I’ll say, "A lot of people, when 
they're first starting out, they're feeling guilty if they're not 100% raw. 

So I’ll ask, "Who in this room is 100% raw, 100% of the time? Raise your hand." And everybody looks. 
When we’re talking to aspiring raw fooders, a lot of people are 100% vegan. But who's 100% whole 
foods vegan 100% of the time? Right? Who eats only absolutely, unprocessed, whole fresh foods 100% 
of the time?”

And there may be one person in the whole room that raises their hand, if any. Right? So I say “Look 
around, let go of your guilt.” Engaging them and being real with them is really important. 

We make it fun. People absolutely love to come. And they come back. And they bring their friends. And 
we just make it fun.

Trevor: Good.

Ritamarie: And good topics, good speakers, are good too. But you don't always have to have that. A 
lot of times, we don't have any speakers or any topics. We just mingle and talk and conversations flow to
where they're going to flow and keep it alive. 
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Trevor:         Let's go back to bringing in guests experts. And let's imagine, again, that the organizer is 
someone's who's just working her way up, not too established yet. Darcy, who runs my Meetup, is a 
good example. 

She’s brought in Laurie Masters. She’s brought in Kevin Gianni. She’s planning on bringing in Rick Dina. 
When you bring in these more established names, how does that affect your credibility as the Meetup 
organizer, even if you don’t have much of a name yourself?

Ritamarie: It connects you with those bigger names. Right? It's all about who you know. Not so much
what you know, but who you know. And you hear that all the time. And when you're connected with 
that person, that elevates you. "I never heard of her before. But she must be somebody good, since 
she’s associated with that person who I have heard of before – who's a big name." So, yes.

Trevor: And do you think it's a good way to be more knowledgeable, to be someone that host 
Meetups where guest experts like yourself or Nomi are speaking?

Ritamarie: To become more knowledgeable, you mean in terms of learning more yourself?

Trevor: Yes. Exactly. So let's say someone is a good chef and has some great recipes. They don't 
know a lot about nutrition. But they're bringing in experts like you, Brian Clement or Nomi to give 
lectures or food demos. Would that help the Meetup organizer become more knowledgeable herself 
about nutrition?

Ritamarie: Well, assuming that they're paying attention, absolutely. Learning is happening every 
single day and every single minute. I'm constantly learning. I've constantly got my ears open. I'll be 
talking to somebody, and I'll go, "Let me write that down." 

I carry a pen and paper with me. Because you don't want to miss those tidbits. So if you're open to 
constantly learning, then of course, just exposing yourself to more and more experts and sitting down 
with them. And we all learn from each other. Nomi and I have been doing raw foods for about the same 
length of time; I think I've got an extra year on her. 

She learns a tremendous amount from me, from the nutritional end of it. And I learn a lot from her on 
the practical end of it. So you always have to be open to learning. I think that bringing guest experts in, 
and even bringing them in for your classes, is smart.

So here's what happened here in Austin. I was doing all these classes. I'm teaching these classes and it's 
a lot of work. I want to really be doing more. I want to be making information products, and I want to be 
reaching more people. And teaching the classes is a lot of fun for me. But I don't want to do all the work.

So I have this friend, and she started out coming to me for consultation. And she just takes off. She 
makes this great food. She decides she's going to go to Living Light to get trained as a chef. So I said to 
her, "Hey, how would you like to do classes with me?" 

She's new at this. She doesn't have a name. She a little bit introverted, and she's going to try to go out 
and do classes on her own. It's going to take her a long time to establish herself. But she's hooked up 
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with me. I got the Internet to advertise. I got the Meetup group to advertise. So we both win, because 
she does all the work.

She shops for the food. She puts together the recipe packets. I clean them up and put them together. 
But she puts together the recipes. She does the cleanup. She does all that work. And I do what I've 
always dreamed about doing.

I market it and I show up and I blab about the nutrition. I let her teach the recipes. I'll teach maybe one 
of the recipes. I'm standing nearby her. I'm expounding on all the nutritional things, and answering the 
people's nutritional questions. 

If you're new at teaching classes and there's somebody in your area that is really knowledgeable about 
nutrition (but doesn't necessarily want to go through the work of teaching classes), hook up with that 
person. It's to your advantage; both from you learning, but also from spreading the word much better.

Trevor: Excellent point. That's good. Now suppose you book someone to speak at your event. 
Someone big. Like Victoria or Brian. Imagine that you didn't have a big house where you could throw the
event. Have you ever had to rent a venue?

Ritamarie: Yes. We did both for both of those people. There's no way we were going to fit the 
number of people that would come to those folks. So yes. We rented a venue.

Trevor: Then I have a question, based on the assumption that the person running the Meetup 
needs to rent a venue. Just to make sure we cover all the steps. So what are the important steps to 
prepare for that Meetup? Describe everything from renting a venue and folding chairs to publicizing it, 
to collecting their RSVPs, and receiving merchandise over UPS that the guest might ship you. 

What are all the steps to prepare and make that Meetup a success?

Ritamarie: In my case, it was get somebody better than me at getting on the phone and calling 
around. I don't like doing that. So I got one of my team members to do that.

Trevor: Calling around for what reason? 

Ritamarie:  Calling around to find the best price, what was available. Negotiating for the best price 
possible. Seeing how many people we needed, versus how many the place held. I personally don't have 
the patience for that.

That takes a couple of hours to do that. To get on the phone. And then you're playing phone tag with 
people. So there's some work there. Some people absolutely love that work. I absolutely despise that 
work. So I found somebody that likes that work and gave them that task. 

He found the location. Then we had to advertise it. So you have to create either a flyer or an e-mail 
campaign to advertise it. In both cases, we coordinated with somebody at Victoria's and somebody at 
Brian's. They had a flyer they could adapt. So we gave them the information. They put it into the flyer 
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and sent us the flyer. In one of the cases, we really had to redo the flyer. It just wasn't going to do the 
job. So we redid flyer, which was fine. 

But ideally, the other person has a talk that they already do. They have a flyer. That flyer has their 
picture and a description of their talk. 

Then we went around town and found places where we could hang the flyer up, and leave them out. 
The raw food restaurants. The health food stores. The alternative bookstores. Places like that. 

Trevor: So you're not just relying on e-mailing the current members of the Meetup, which you 
could do over the Meetup website. You're doing a lot more than that.

Ritamarie: If you're going to get a venue, yes. You're doing a lot more. Because you've got to pay for 
that venue and you've got to fill those seats. 

Trevor: However, as a result of putting flyers everywhere, you're probably going to get some new 
people that weren't part of your Meetup already. Now, they're joining your Meetup and now your 
Meetup size is bigger. 

Ritamarie: Right. Yes.

Trevor: And then, it's easy to bring those people back to other Meetups in the future, once 
they've come to one. All you have to do is click a button on the Meetup website, and you'll be able to 
reach them again.

Ritamarie: And the thing is, we didn't just rely on the Meetup website. We could've sent people to 
Meetup.com to sign-up. But instead, we used our own shopping cart. So even more so, we got new 
people on our own email list. For somebody who's just using Meetup, your Meetup list grows. Either 
way your list grows when you do this.

Trevor: Although it complicates it a bit, why don't you explain why you prefer to have them go to 
your own shopping cart, instead of Meetup? 

Ritamarie: There are a couple of advantages. On Meetup, you don't actually get to see what their e-
mail address is. You have to e-mail them through the Meetup website proper. When messages come 
from you personally, they might be more likely to be open (versus if it looks like just another Meetup 
thing). “I'm not interested this month. I don't have time this month.” They may not open it to see that 
there's a special even. 

There are advantages to having them on your list, because if you have other events (i.e. you're doing a 
tele-class or whatever), you can let them know. There may not be that much of an advantage to getting 
them on your own list. It just makes it easier when you're emailing if everybody is on one list.

But if they're on the Meetup list, you can always put all of your other events on the Meetup calendar. So
say you're having a tele-class and it's related to the same topic of the Meetup. You could put that on the 
Meetup web page, even though it's not a physical location that you're sending them to.
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Trevor: Meetup doesn't put restrictions of the kind of events you can do? 

Ritamarie: No. In fact, at one point, I actually did a tele-Meetup. It's like a get together with other 
people, but we're just going to meet on the phone once a month. We did that. I did talks and we had 
little discussions.

Trevor: Okay. Do any of the guest experts that book ever ship you product in advance?

Ritamarie: Oh, yes. Big boxes.

Trevor: So tell us about that. What's your (or your assistant’s) job, in terms of bringing that to the 
event and setting up the merchandise table?

Ritamarie: Yes. So you put the boxes in the car. We usually don't open them before we get there. 
Just pop them in the car, take them there, and open them up. Then we set up tables for them and 
unpack the books, and the guest(s) arrange it however they want to arrange it.

Trevor: And do you have volunteers in the Meetup group that will, for example, collect money at 
the door? Or sit at the merchandise table and collect money there?

Ritamarie: No. That's a good idea though. Actually, we had some people who volunteered. They're 
not necessarily Meetup per se; they're people that I've known for a long time and like to come to the 
events. And we have had a couple of people volunteer.

But that's a good point though; we need to use that more. You offer them free admission to something 
in exchange for them monitoring the table. So I take it back; we did have a couple of people help with 
that.

Trevor: Right. Yes. So what would the normal fee be for someone to come to a Meetup with 
Victoria or Brian? Are we talking like $20? $25?

Ritamarie: Yes. That's the range. Anywhere from $15 to $25.

Trevor: Okay. So you might be able to say, "Hey, is there anyone that would like to attend free in 
exchange for volunteering?” Then they could either collect money at the door, or they could sit at the 
merchandise table and collect money there.

Ritamarie: Right. Actually, I had my husband collecting money at the door. Most people paid in 
advance. But we did get quite a number of people who just showed up at the door and paid.

Trevor: Okay. Good. Let's see what else. What about how you've used it to collect RSVPs. I guess 
let's start with the people that are already Meetup members. If they hit the button that says "Yes, I'm 
coming," is there anything else you have to do? Or do you just watch the numbers come in?
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Ritamarie:  You just watch the numbers come in. You can set it up so that they e-mail you when you 
get an RSVP. You’ll get an e-mail that says "Mary Jane just RSVP‘d Yes”. "Mary Joe just RSVP'd No”.

Trevor: Got it. That could be a lot of e-mails though. Well, you could turn it off. 

Ritamarie: Yes. You can turn it off. 

Trevor: And then, you just login to the Meetup site and look at your control panel. You'll see what
they're RSVPs are, right? 

Ritamarie:  Yes. Exactly. And you can see who RSVP'd "Yes" or "No." And people could leave a little 
message for you when they RSVP.

Trevor: For the ones where you charge, do you have people – I guess I'm wondering how Darcy 
does it on our local group. When I hit the RSVP button and say "Yes", a little prompt comes up saying: 
“Okay, well then you have to prepay right now.” And I say, "Okay." I type in my PayPal address and that's
how they collect the money. Is that how you do it?

Ritamarie: No. We don't use that facility because we send them to our shopping cart. We’ve got 
people signing up not just for Meetup from all over. And we don't want some of them paying through 
Meetup and PayPal, and some of them through our shopping cart. We need to get everything together.

Trevor: Go ahead.

Ritamarie: We say if you want to attend this event, click here. And it takes them to a shopping cart 
page.

Trevor: Gotcha. Okay. I'm guessing most of the people listening don't have a separate shopping 
cart system set up. So in that case, they could just use Meetup and PayPal.

Ritamarie: Absolutely. Very convenient. It complicates things a little bit more when you do have the 
shopping cart set up. So keep it simple.

Trevor: Did I already ask… you told me that when Victoria came, your agreement was to split the 
money 50-50. But then you gave her more. When you're the guest expert, did I ask what you're usually 
offered by the host, in terms of a split?

Ritamarie: I've been offered 50-50. But with the Victoria thing, there were a lot of people. So I felt 
like, giving her two thirds of it, I still had enough to cover what it was worth to me just to have her there.
So I just gave it back to her. 

Had we not made as much, had it been a smaller event, then I would've gone with the 50-50. Just to 
make it worth my time. But I felt like its fine; I'm just going to give her more.
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Trevor: So give us an idea how much your 50% split is on some of these Meetups when you have 
a good turnout. How many members would you consider a really good turnout? And when you have 
that many members showing up, what are you putting in your pocket? Like $500? $200?

Ritamarie: On the bigger ones, like the ones where we rented the room, we ended up putting 
probably $500 in our pocket.

Trevor: And how many members was that, roughly?

Ritamarie: Probably 100.

Trevor: Okay. Good. That's quite big; 100 people. What about a smaller event? Have you done 
any where only 30 or so people showed up, but they still paid $20 - $25?

Ritamarie: Yes. We did one. We've done a couple. We did with Paul Nison. He didn't even pay us 
anything. It was just at our regular potluck. He just kept the whole thing because we didn't do much to 
advertise. We just put it on the Meetup, and anybody that paid for it paid. We actually did his. Members 
paid through PayPal.

Trevor: Oh, Okay. So they paid in advance a small fee?

Ritamarie: So they paid $10 at the door and he just kept it.

Trevor: Oh, okay. How come you didn't ask to split that money? 

Ritamarie: Because we were naïve. 

Trevor: So if you redid it again today, you would?

Ritamarie: Yes. I would tell him to charge a little bit more, and then split it. Yes.

Trevor: Okay. So I want to share my thoughts with the listeners about this whole issue of how you
should split the money. And I guess there are two sides to it. On the one hand, you're doing a lot of 
work. You might feel you want to get paid for your time. And you'd be right. So you could ask for 50%. It 
sounds like that's a fairly common split. So there's certainly nothing wrong with it. 

On the other hand, if you're goal is to build a relationship with someone that's much more established 
than you, in the hopes that this person will want to reciprocate, really feel indebted to you, and be more
inclined to promote your products or programs in the future, then I’d imagine they would really feel 
grateful to you if you were more generous and gave them a bigger split of the money.

How does that land for you, Ritamarie?

Ritamarie: That's exactly what I did with Victoria. There was a certain amount of money that I 
needed to get, to make it worth my time. There was a hard cost, like renting the building and the copies 
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and all that. But then there was a soft cost which I didn't calculate, but which was real. My staff time and
all that, how much time it actually cost me and my time, and them and their time.

I had a ballpark as to what I needed to make it worth my while. And I really didn't care if I made a profit 
on it. What I cared about was the event providing a really great service and the relationship. So I just 
wanted to get enough in my pocket to cover, to make it worthwhile for me to have done it. I didn't want 
to lose money on it.

Once we got to that point, I just give whatever – beyond what I felt I need to put in my pocket. I just 
gave her the rest.

Trevor: Good. 

Ritamarie: And I would love it if people did the same for me when I'm traveling. Because there are a 
lot of fees. There's a lot of cost associated with it. You're staying in a hotel, you're traveling, you're on 
the planes. You're away from home.

Trevor: Well, that brings up a good point. If you're planning a tour, when you're looking for 
Meetup groups to speak at, do you proactively go on Meetup, type in zip codes of the major cities you're
going through, look for large Meetups, and then contact the Meetup organizers?

Ritamarie: In theory, yes. 

Trevor: Doesn’t anybody do it?

Ritamarie: It's a great idea. But typically for me, when I'm traveling, I'm traveling because I have an 
event I'm attending. Or a class that I'm going to. Or an event that I'm already speaking at. And there's 
not a lot of time. Once my kids are away and gone, and I don't have to rush back to be with them, my 
idea is to be on the road more, and do that sort of thing. To contact people at various Meetups and ask 
them to organize events, and then do it. Yes. That's my ideal.

Trevor: I see. I guess what I'm wondering is this. Let's say I've got a Meetup. And I can get 30 - 35 
people to one of my Meetups. And I want to start getting some of these big name speakers. And, even 
though it takes some time to build it, let's just say I've got 300 members. 

Is it likely that these established people are going to find me because they're booking tours and they see 
that I'm near San Francisco? And they're looking for Meetups? Or would I be smarter to contact them? 
And if so, how do I know which ones to contact?

Is there any way I could know who's planning a tour? And who might be coming through my city?

Ritamarie: Okay. Those are great questions, Trevor. So first, usually big name people doing tours are 
not booking their tours themselves. Paul Nison is an exception. He's always calling me up and saying, 
"Hey, I would like to come out. I'm going to be doing a tour here. Can I come speak to your Meetup?" 
And that's how we've gotten him a couple of times.
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But Brian Clement’s person contacted me and said, "Hey, Brian's coming through Texas and we'd love 
for you to be our host in Austin. Are you game?" I said, "Sure, absolutely." So whether they go through 
Meetup or not, I'm not sure.

More and more people are getting savvy to that. But if you're interested in getting big names into your 
Meetup, figure out who you'd really like to share with your people. And then just start contacting them.

Contact them on Facebook. Say, "Hey, are you doing a tour in this area? Would you be interested in 
speaking the next time you come?" That's how I did it with Victoria. I just reached out and said, "Hey. I'm
here in Austin and I did this green cleanse. I love your work and I'd love to promote you to my people. 
Would you come on a tele-seminar?" 

That's what I've done. And people really appreciate that. They like that. You just decide who you want. 
Don't wait for them to contact you is what I'm saying. You get out there. You reach out and do it.

Trevor: Okay. 

Ritamarie: And start with people who are maybe less – don't start with the President of the United 
States. Start with somebody that's a little bit more well-known than you… or maybe isn't more well-
known, but has the expertise. So you get the experience of doing it when it's not such a high visibility.

Trevor: Excellent point. Yes. I'm glad you brought that up. Let's say the only Meetups you've done
are potlucks in your house. You've never rented a venue before. You've never had to man a merchandise
table. You’ve never had to deal with all the logistics involved in that. And you book – who would be 
someone that is really huge? Who's the biggest person that you can imagine booking?

Ritamarie: Deepak Chopra.

Trevor: Okay. Great. You book Deepak Chopra to come. And this is your very first time doing 
something at a venue that you have to rent. And doing all the things you've never done before, like 
renting folding chairs or getting volunteers or whatnot. 

What if you mess it up because you've never done it before, and you're not really an expert in doing it? 
You don't want to mess up on Deepak Chopra.

Ritamarie: Right. Mess up on Trevor Justice or something.

Trevor:  Shut up. But it's a great point. You want to make sure you really have that thing down 
before you invite someone who's huge. Because what if Deepak Chopra promotes it to a list of 50,000 
people, and then somehow, they complain to him saying, "I had trouble RSVP-ing. It wouldn't accept my 
money," or "They rejected my PayPal address”. Or who knows? 

Maybe you didn't know that this place you rented has no air-conditioning, and everyone who comes is 
uncomfortable. Who knows what will happen? But if you've got a venue you've rented before, and 
you've done all the logistics before, then you can be more confident in booking someone really big like 
that. I'm glad you brought that up. 
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Ritamarie: Practice on the little stuff. Always do practice runs and stuff.

Trevor: Let's see. We've just got about five more minutes. So if anyone has a question, now is a 
good time to type it in. I guess we're hitting all the right topics and no one has any questions. 

Ritamarie: Yes.

Trevor: You mentioned earlier that after Victoria came and did a Meetup, and made some nice 
money because you gave her two thirds, she reciprocated by answering questions for people on your 
cleanse program. Is there anyone who, as a result of you putting a big crowd in front of them, then 
promoted your programs to their e-mail lists?

Ritamarie: Had I pursued it and asked them to, I probably could've gotten that happening. But I 
really never pursued that. Let me think. No. I really never did. Because I wasn't really doing it for that 
end. I was just doing it to provide a good service to the group. And also, to build a relationship with 
these people. 

I will say that I'm not the best person to bring on to talk about the joint venture stuff, because I haven't 
really ventured into that as much as I could. And I'm on the verge of doing that now. But I haven't really 
taken advantage of the joint venture opportunities as much as I could. 

Trevor: From what I've observed, you and Nomi seem to be doing lots of joint ventures.

Ritamarie: Yes. But it's limited. I don't have 20 people that I send out my stuff to. I have affiliates 
that have joined my affiliate program. But I really haven't done a lot of work on that. And that's 
something I would highly encourage everybody to do. You do a great job of that Trevor. You do an 
awesome job at that. And Nomi, in the last couple of times, has done a really great job. But I've never 
really done one of those really great affiliate launch type things.

Trevor: Okay. Let me clarify some terms for people that might not have heard the term, "joint 
venture" or "affiliate" before. We talk about this at length in a couple of the Q&A’s in the Advanced 
Series. And let me see if I can make this as simple as possible. 

Once you've got products for sale, an affiliate program is a great way to allow other people to sell your 
products. It generates unique web links. You can give a different one to each affiliate. So for example, 
Ritamarie, when I give you an affiliate link for our program, you send it out in an e-mail. And when 
people click on it, the software recognizes your ID number, which was in that web link. And it 
remembers that person was referred by you. 

If they buy something from us either that day or anytime afterwards, the software recognizes, "Okay, 
Ritamarie sent this person. Trevor set the commission to be this percentage, and here's the price of the 
product.” So the software calculates the commission I owe you on that sale. And lets me keep track of all
the commissions. 
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Then, once a month, when I want to pay affiliate checks, it just tells me how much to pay everyone, 
based on the referrals they send. So an affiliate is someone that promotes your stuff. But a joint venture 
partner is someone who's more interested in selling their own products and programs, and is probably 
only going to be interested in promoting your stuff if you reciprocate. And so, it's a two-way cross 
promotion. 

That's what I would consider to be a joint venture partnering. Do you have anything to add?

Ritamarie: That's definitely a good description. I think of the joint venture as someone I've created a 
program with. And so, we create the program together, and then, we jointly market it. That's another 
term that you might hear; another way that you might hear that term used.

Trevor: Sure. That's true. That's another way. You're right.

Ritamarie: And I've done those kinds of joint ventures more than the other kinds. Build a product 
with somebody, and then we jointly market it. I've done a number of those,

Trevor: Okay. Great. We've got just a minute or two left. I'll let you talk about what people can 
find on your website in a second. All this stuff we're talking about with affiliates and joint ventures is all 
in the Advanced Series. So if you haven't yet purchased the Advanced Series, then I encourage you to do 
so. Ritamarie, what can people learn on your website?

Ritamarie: What can they learn?

Trevor: Yes. I mean, what can they find that might be valuable?

Ritamarie: Now, this is a group of people who are raw foods teachers, right?

Trevor: They may not just be raw food teachers. They’re raw food, vegan, and vegetarian. People 
who are interested in teaching and coaching.

Ritamarie: In teaching and coaching. On my main website – DrRitamarie.com – I've got a number of 
resources. You'll see the various e-books and information products that I sell. A lot of authors and 
teachers buy my books just because they like what I've put out there.

You can go out there and do the shopping. But I also have a set of resources for people who really want 
to learn more about the nutritional end of it, and that's going to be starting up real soon. 

Go to: www.nutritioncoachresources.com.

I'm starting some programs to teach people how to do coaching, and how to learn the nutritional 
aspects so you're more familiar with that, whether you're a coach or a teacher or a chef. So those are a 
couple of things you can get on the website right now. Was there anything specific we were supposed 
to...?

Trevor: No. That was good.
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Ritamarie: Yes. I think those would be enough.

Trevor: Well, I really appreciate all of the information tonight. I'm sure our listeners do too, so 
thank you very much.

Ritamarie: You're very welcome. I hope it helps. I really encourage you to just get out there and get 
things moving and put one step ahead of the other, because it just happens. About four years ago, I was 
in the same situation. 

I had a lot of knowledge in my head, a lot of nutrition experience and coaching experience. But I didn't 
have a lot of teaching experience, and didn't ever know how to put on live events and promote them 
and all that. And one of my friends just said, "You got to get out there and teach this stuff.”

She encouraged me to put on my first series of four classes. And I did. And I was just floored with how 
much interest there was. And then I just kept pursuing and learning and watching how other people did 
it. And we just grew it and grew it and grew it, and it took off. 

And we really moved into – I really don't want to spend so much time in the kitchen, chopping and 
dicing and teaching people how to make.  I do like to teach people how to make it, but I also want to 
reach more people. And that's when we branched out to doing more of the Internet stuff. 

Trevor: We're going to run out of time. One quick last thing I should've thought to suggest earlier.
Join other Meetup groups in your area and go to them. There are sometimes people that don't want to 
organize a group anymore, and they're looking for someone to take over the group, and they might 
already have a couple hundred members. So that's another important tip. Okay.

Ritamarie: At the other people's Meetups, you’re going to meet people who are going to be 
interested in coming to your classes as well. That's happened to me too. I've gathered lots of people 
through that.

Trevor:  Good point. Yes. That is definitely true. And the other Meetups organizer might even 
promote your events to their members, if it's very relevant.

Ritamarie: Absolutely.

Trevor: Okay. Well, thanks a lot.

Ritamarie: You're welcome.

Trevor: Okay. Have a good night.

[End of transcription 1:11:55]
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